HOW TO SUBMIT A PUPPY CULTURE BREEDER
APPLICATION
(In 628 easy steps)

What are we looking for? Here are some basic guidelines!
Please submit:
• At least THREE photos of your litter performing three different Puppy Culture protocols. Your photos
MUST be of active enrichment/training, such as Crate Training, Clicker Training, Barrier Challenge, Box
Game, Manding, Puppy Party, Leash Walking, etc. You MUST demonstrate that you are in fact using the
Puppy Culture protocols and not just enrichment. Video is not required but recommended.
• (Optional) Submit an image for your Kennel that will be displayed on the directory. This can be your
Kennel Logo or a favorite image. This will be visible on the Breeders Directory Map.
Please DO NOT submit:
• Photos/videos of Early Neurological Stimulation (ENS).
• Photos/videos of puppies playing with toys or exploring enriching/new environments. Passive
enrichment such as this is important and nice but does not satisfy the active enrichment requirement.
Be as detailed and specific as possible when answering the questions. If this is your first litter using Puppy
Culture we realize that some of the questions are not relevant but do your best in observing some of the
earlier protocols that you introduced and share the results.
If you start your NEW BREEDER APPLICATION FORM and need more time to finish, your data will be saved and
is accessible for 30 days.
Only use the "UPDATE YOUR EXISTING APPLICATION" form to update an EXISTING Breeder Application that
has been approved and is listed on the WORLDWIDE BREEDER MAP.

Once you are ready to apply, use the link below to gain access to the application
and follow the instructions on the next pages.

www.shoppuppyculture.com/account/login

Step One:
If you do not have an account, click on the “REGISTER” (Button A)
and complete the registration form. If you are not sure if you have already
registered try registering it will let you know.

Step Two:
Once you are registered and/or logged in, look for the “BREEDER PORTAL”
(Button A) and click on it to gain access to the application.

Step Three:
Read the instructions to help you prepare for completing
the application.
*Before you can submit your application the litter must be over 5 weeks old.*
Click on the “NEW BREEDER APPLICATION FORM” button (Button A).
If you are already listed on the WORLDWIDE BREEDER MAP and need to make
changes/updates, use the “UPDATE YOUR EXISTING APPLICATION” form
(Button B).

If for some reason you start your application and your dog decides to chew your
couch, you can always come back and finish where you left off for up to 30 days.
Once we receive your application it usually takes us 3- 5 days to
approve or request additional information. The best way to see if you
have been approved is to check the WORLDWIDE BREEDER MAP at
www.shoppuppyculture.com/pages/breeder-world-map.
If you have any questions or comments email us at linnea@pigsflydogs.com

